
When Della Lamb Community Services (Della Lamb) and Kansas City International Academy (KCIA) joined 
the KC Pre-K Cooperative in 2020, it was natural fit for the two organizations to partner to launch a new 
pre-K classroom. 

The two share a history – KCIA was founded as part of Della Lamb in 1999. Both organizations, located in 
the northeast part of Kansas City, share a common commitment to serving immigrant populations that dates 
back to 1897, when Della Lamb was founded to provide childcare for recent Italian immigrants. There are few 
other organizations that serve the diverse population Della Lamb and KCIA focus on. Their neighborhood 
also faces a significant gap between the number of young children that call it home and the number of 
childcare and pre-K seats available. The founding members of the KC Pre-K Cooperative recognized the 
importance of bringing on partners with deep roots in this community. Through purposeful collaboration, 
the two organizations have built on their shared history to develop a strong partnership that enabled them 
to launch a thriving classroom in the middle of a global pandemic – a partnership they plan to grow and 
deepen in the years to come. 

Four factors have contributed to a successful partnership:
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1. FAMILY CONNECTIONS
Located in the same neighborhood, Della Lamb and KCIA serve many of the same families. A 
number of families with children at KCIA were resettled by Della Lamb after immigrating to the 
US, some receive emergency services there, or their children participate in Della Lamb youth 
programs. Enrolling their children in pre-K at Della Lamb was, therefore, a familiar choice and 
secured their child a seat at KCIA for Kindergarten. That depth of shared relationships with 
families enables staff at Della Lamb and KCIA to forge meaningful connections with families, 
better support their needs with a full suite of resources, and steward students smoothly through 
the transition from pre-K to Kindergarten.

IMPACT SPOTLIGHT: REACHING TWO GENERATIONS
The families at Della Lamb and KCIA represent more than 25 countries around the world. One Pre-K 

Cooperative family moved to Kansas City from Somalia a decade ago, and both Della Lamb and KCIA 
have played a central role in their lives since then. Among two households in the extended family, the four 
parents either attended KCIA themselves or have worked as translators at KCIA and Della Lamb. An aunt 

currently works as a translator as well. Their four children all attend KCIA and Della Lamb programs and the 
youngest child is now in the Della Lamb-KCIA KC Pre-K Cooperative classroom.
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2. A FOUNDATION OF TRUST

3. COMMITMENT TO COMMUNICATION

Despite their organizations’ shared origins, the current staff at Della Lamb 
and KCIA had not previously worked together, so they were embarking on 
new relationships. Building on their tight mission alignment, they engaged in 
purposeful relationship building early on with extensive planning meetings 
to anticipate the systems and procedures they would need to integrate to 
successfully serve students and tap state funding. When there were differences  
of opinion, they grounded their conversations in their shared goal of ensuring 
their students were ready to thrive in Kindergarten, always putting the needs of 
their students and families first. With that shared North Star, they were able to 
build a foundation of trust that set them up to weather the ups and downs of 
launching a new classroom in the midst of a pandemic.  

As part of their relationship building work, the teams from Della Lamb and 
KCIA built the infrastructure for regular and free-flowing communication. 
They held regular meetings from the earliest days of their partnership, 
developing the systems for student enrollment, data collection and analysis, 
and shared services like special education evaluation. When their lead 
teacher was hired ahead of the start of the school year, they brought her 
into their planning conversations to ensure all would be moving forward in 
lockstep. Starting with one classroom in the 2020-2021 school year allowed 
them to more thoroughly coordinate their work.

4. GROWING TOGETHER

Although Kindergarten readiness is their mission, the Della Lamb and KCIA 
teams were also able to grow their impact through ancillary partnerships. 
Working together to support families struggling with food insecurity, 
they were able to serve 60,000 meals together over 12 weeks during the 
pandemic. They also expanded Della Lamb’s annual Operation Holiday 
celebration, which provides the essentials for celebrating the winter holidays, 
to KCIA families. As the second semester begins, the Della Lamb-KCIA team 
is looking ahead to opportunities to provide summer school this summer. 
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